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About This Game

TOTAL! ESPORTS! ACTION!

YOU are the manager of a rookie Esports team! Only you can lead them fame and glory! Recruit star players, balance your
budget, train the team to be the best they can be, and become Esports League Champions! Work as a T.E.A.M.!
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Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows7 +
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total esports action manager

Well,i didnt play alot but i was searching a game like this! I also search a game which dont have automatic shooting and this
game have all! The BEST shooting space retro on steam! U also unlock new ships! 10\/10 u must buy it! :). i have played lots of
games LIKE forge of gods, and having played it now, i would hazard a statement that all the other games were mimicing the
master.

forge of gods is a tactical rpg\/moba. unlike modern mobas however its not active style, its more of a pvp setup. you get guilds,
you get guild wars, and on your own pvp style matches.

cons:there is a modicum of pay wall. HOWEVER!!!!! since on the reddit forum (reddit.com\/r\/FreeGamesOnSteam) you can
get paid dlc for free, and i have... so far 5 free. three of them came with premium gems. every day on facebook they give away
monsters as well, and you get the ability to draw them based on how many friends have used your shared guy.

this is all logistics... how is the gameplay?

PROS: gameplay is perfect. its a 2d flat field that moves left to right as you click advance. you can litearlly move everyone
around as many times as you want, and in some instances, you'll very quickly find that might be the only way to victory.

graphically its very cartoon 80's. you wont hate them. every design is nice. not overstated, not "HERE IS 200 GIRLS
WITH\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665BIGGER THAN THEY ACTUALLY CAN HANDLE" oh no no. there are
females and they are drawn tastefully and a few have sex appeal. its always done tastefully and never over the top.

socially, this game's servers are NOT full of over entitled children. you can chat globally or with your guildies. guild wise i never
found one not aggressive - but friendly. some will enforce donations, etc. just leave those and go to one that doesnt.

overall this has a bit of an old school rpg feel graphically. the enviroment isn't toxic. you can get gamepacks for free on reddit,
and they give away monsters almost daily on their facebook page.

bottom line: if you like tactical games with drawing cards, you should check this out. i paid about 15 bucks and received tens of
thousands of premium in game currency. and i get packs when i see them on reddit.com\/r\/freegamesonsteam and you should
too, if you get into it. it has a story, it has EVERY way to upgrade your characters in game, you get your own castle to upgrade
that will give you EVERY currency for free. daily and overall quests send you tons of diamonds, monsters, etc.

give it a shot. you might like it. its way better than any free to play games in this catagory. you can buy in game currency but
theres figuratively tons of ways to get them free without paying a single thing.

WHY ARE YOU STILL HERE? ITS A SMALL DOWNLOAD DONT TAKE MY WORD ON IT GO CHECK IT OUT!

note: doesn't sync with the facebook\/android versions.. It's an incredibly fun diversion from time to time! Would definitely
recommend to fans of the old Interactive Buddy flash game.. Picked this up as I've wanted to see what a football game would be
like in VR, the only one I've tried before was an old demo on my DK1 with Kinect hooked up to my PC where you got to take
penaltys and it was decent for what it was but pretty simple and basic.

While in this game it's only headers and not full football it's still great fun. For the most part the ball reacts to your headers as
you'd expect, you can put some force into it or just do a gentle nod for targets that are low down. I've even tried jumping up for
a few headers and it worked, although I can see that ending badly for my ceiling.

Plenty of different levels too and seems like plenty to keep you going for a while. I'd have loved to have the option to be trying
to win headers in an actual game and trying to beat a keeper but that's a minor niggle. You'll also probably do what I do
everytime the ball bounces back and automatically try and kick it...additional sensors for your feet can't come soon enough..
This game is difficult.
Your hand will cramp up.
You have to continually press the fire button old school.
You can't redefine the keys despite it being a Unity game which has a facility to add that really easily in the launcher.
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Some of the sound effects are too loud and really grate.
You will see the option for chunky vs. smooth movement in the menu and breathe a sigh of relief...
Until you realise it was already on smooth.. Have you ever felt like you've paid to have your testicles dragged across a cheese
grater? Because I certainly have after having played this abhorrent torture device masking as software.

I did receive this game as a gift for what is affectionately known as &quot\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665Game
Friday", so my hopes were not high to begin with. I was told that I had to play the game for a minimum of 60 whole minutes,
and I'm ashamed to say that I actually did this.

Initially, the game kept crashing, which was actually a relief to be honest, but in the end it did sort of work. By work, I mean
load, because nothing else about this game is redeeming.

To the creator of this hot trash asset flip (because that is simply all that it is, bought assets from the unity store to turn over for
profit), I hope you take the money you earned from this game purchased for me, have it turned into the smallest coin
demomentation available in your country, and have them all slowly pushed into your \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.
Dry. Then, and only then, will you feel 1\/100th of the pain I have had to endure for playing this awful, awful mess.. Did not
like this, the game has a terrible spawn system, each time I try to get back up to 100 health to defeat a boss, an enemy spawns
right on top of me, making my efforts useless. quot;2+2 is 4 minus 1 that's 3, Quick maths."
~Big Shaq, 2017
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I don't write reviews, but this game deserves it.
Its a short VR experiance but its one of the best I've seen so far here on steam, and
definitely worth the $10. The fact that this game was made by just one developer blows me away.
10\/10!. Great addition to the fleet. the ♥♥♥♥ is this shet. It's quite a fun game, but there are quite a few bugs and mistakes
which for such a simple game makes it really expensive if you are paying 5 quid. The "Dutch" flag in the game is actually the
Russian flag, the Dutch is really bad so I switched back to English but for the rest I've been enjoying it so far. Simple yet fun,
but in retrospect a bit too expensive for what you get.. The Metal Slug series is one of the most legendary arcade game series of
all time and for good reason. Metal Slug 2 doesn't change things up too much from its direct predecessor, but it has a wide
graphical variety in its levels as well as interesting boss fights. Minor bullet hell elements, non-stop mayhem.

Truly shines in co-op.

Fixed Loading Issue:
Thank you for all the feedback!

We managed to find the bug causing the game to hang on the logo and not load. It would appear only US/Canadian users were
affected, as it was a date format issue.

Really appreciate all who helped us with information, you all rock.

Now update and get playing superstars!. Welcome!:
Welcome Managers,

Congratulations on the new job! Esports is a competitive game but you are passionate managers who have shown that strong
leadership will bring your team to victory.

Your ability to inspire and communicate with your team is imperative for successful tournaments. Be sure to manage the budget
carefully and don't be afraid to make some tough decisions. Listen to the coach, that one-eyed son-of-gun knows his stuff.

We have absolute confidence in your legendary strategy skills, don't let us down.

Now go make your team the greatest! Remember: Happy team equals victory! Victory equals profit!

 - Commissioner Best

. Fixed 'Next' button not working on Team Name/Logo Selection:
We had a number of players from European regions experiencing an issue whereby they could not get past the Team
Name/Logo Selection.

This was caused by a date formatting issue and has now been fixed in the latest update.

Sorry to those who experienced this, we hope you'll jump on to play bug free soon.

Thank you Managers!. Volume Sliders are here! and more...:
Hey Managers,

We listened to feedback and have made some awesome adjustments for the better. Here's what is in the latest update:
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 Volume Sliders: adjust music and SFX simple sliders in the settings menu.

 Narrative event tweaks: minor adjustment to the conversations to make it easier for players to see that the timeline is
paused. Randomised the order of the choices too.

 Minor bug fixes

To come: increasing the chances of more variety in conversations that pop up. It's been a bit repetitive and we're looking into it.

Thanks T.E.A.M!

Volume Sliders!

Pause flashing!
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